Introduction
We fix a prime p ‰ 2. Let f pXq " AX d`C P F p rXs with d ě 2 and denote its iterates f j pXq by setting f 0 pXq " X and f j`1 pXq " f pf j pXqq. In this paper, we will study functions of the form f pXq " AX d`C with A ‰ 0. Our goal is to give a non-trivial upper bound for #f N pF p q. However, as mentioned in [HB] , when f pXq " X 3`1 and p " 2 pmod 3q, #f N pF p q achieves the trivial bound p. Therefore, in order to give a non-trivial bound for #f N pF p q, it is crucial to restrict p in some certain residue class modulo d. More precisely, we obtain the following theorem. Theorem 1.1. Let F p be a finite field of characteristic p ‰ 2, and let f pXq " AX d`C P F p rXs with A ‰ 0 and d | p´1. Suppose that (1.1) f i p0q ‰ f j p0q for 0 ď i ă j ď N.
Then we have
uniformly in A and C, where µ N is defined recursively by taking µ 0 " 1 and
Moreover, we have µ n " 2 pd´1qn when n Ñ 8.
The condition that d | p´1 is essential for us to obtain the estimation of #f N pF p q as in Theorem 1.1. It is simply because without it Lemma 2.2 will fail even though a similar P i can be defined. Theorem 1.1 has the following immediate corollaries.
Corollary 1.2. Let F p be a finite field of characteristic p ‰ 2, and let f pXq " AX d`C P F p rXs with A ‰ 0 and d | p´1. Then for p " A,C 1, we have f i p0q " f j p0q for some i, j with i ă j ď D A,C p log log log p for some D A,C ą 0 which depends on A and C only. Corollary 1.3. Let F p be a finite field with of characteristic p ‰ 2, and let f pXq " AX dC P F p rXs be the reduction of r f " r AX d`r C P ZrXs, where r A, r C ą 0. Then the sum of all the cycle lengths in Γ f will be O A,C p p log log p q, where Γ f is the directed graph whose vertices are the element of F p and such that there is an arrow from P to f pP q for each P P F p .
Similarly, the length of any pre-cyclic path in Γ f will be O A,C p p log log p q. In Section 3, We will give their proofs. This paper is essentially based on [HB] . Some lemmas would be similar to the ones in [HB] . However, for the completeness, we include their proofs in this paper.
2.
Decomposition of projective variety C N into union of absolutely irreducible curves.
We assume that d | p´1 in the whole paper and fix a primitive d-th root of unity γ P F p .
Notation 2.1. We put
Lemma 2.2. With the condition 1.1, for any 0 ď n ď N and 1 ď i ď d´1 the polynomials of the form P i pf n pXq, f n pYare absolutely irreducible over F p .
Proof. It is enough to show that there is no non-zero solution to
Assume that w " 0. By the equalities above, there are 0 ď s ď n´1 and 0 ď t ď n´1 such that F s pu, wq " F t pv, wq " 0. Since
we obtain that u " v " w " 0, which is excluded. Now assume w ‰ 0. We then see that we would have f s puq " f t pvq " 0 for some u, v PF p such that f n puq´γ i f n pvq " 0.
If s " t, we have P i pf n´s p0q, f n´s p0qq " p1´γ k qf n´s p0q " 0, which implies f n´s p0q " 0 " f 0 p0q with 1 ď n´s ď N, a contradiction to Condition (1.1).
If s ‰ t, we have P i pf n´s p0q, f n´t p0qq " 0, which implies f n´s p0q " f n´t p0q, again a contradiction to Condition (1.1).
Therefore, we conclude that the polynomial P i pf n pXq, f n pYis irreducible over the algebraic completion F p for every n ď N . Notation 2.3. We put ρ n pmq " #tx P F p | f n pxq " mu and U pn; kq :" ÿ mPFp ρ n pmq k .
As in [HB] , for any k ě 0, the function U pn; kq to be the number of solutions of
We define projective varieties (2.6)
It is easy to see that
ΦpX, Y ; ℓ, hq.
Therefore, for any solution px 1 , . . . , x k q of (2.5) and any pair of distinct indices 1 ď i ‰ j ď k, we put ℓpx i , x j q to be the smallest integer ℓ P t´1, 0, 1, . . . , n´1u such that Φpx i , x j ; ℓ, hq " 0 for some 1 ď h ď d´1.
We know that h is unique and denote it by hpx i , x j q. By definitions of ℓ and h, we have (2.7) ℓpx i , x j q " ℓpx j , x i q and hpx j , x i q " d´hpx i , x j q pmod dq.
Notation 2.4. For a graph G with k vertices, we set tV a | 1 ď a ď ku to be the set of its vertices.
Definition 2.5. A pn, kq-graph is a graph with k vertices and each of its edges V a V b is associated two functions E 1 and E 2 on the ordered pairs pa, bq and pb, aq such that ‚ RangepE 1 q " t´1, . . . , nu and RangepE 2 q " t1, . . . , d´1u. ‚ E 1 pa, bq " E 1 pb, aq and E 2 pb, aq " d´E 2 pa, bq pmod dq.
If there exits at least one edge V a V b in G such that E 1 pa, bq " n, we call it a strict pn, kq-graph. If there is an edge between every pair of vertices, we call it a complete pn, kqgraph.
Definition 2.6. Let G be a complete pn, kq-graph. We call G proper if, whenever V a , V b and V c are distinct vertices with E 1 pa, bq ď E 1 pb, cq, then we have the following.
(1) If E 1 pa, bq " E 1 pb, cq "´1, then E 1 pa, cq "´1.
(2) If E 1 pa, bq ă E 1 pb, cq, then E 1 pa, cq " E 1 pb, cq and E 2 pa, cq " E 2 pb, cq.
(3) If 0 ď E 1 pa, bq " E 1 pb, cq and E 2 pa, bq`E 2 pb, cq ı 0 pmod dq, then E 1 pa, cq " E 1 pa, bq and E 2 pa, cq " E 2 pa, bq`E 2 pb, cq.
Notation 2.7. Let E G be the set of edges of a pn, kq-graph G. We correspond G a projective variety:
Proof. It follows that each px a , x b , x 0 q on
Any two different proper complete pn, kq-graphs G 1 and G 2 correspond to different varieties.
Proof. Let E 1 p¨,¨q and E 2 p¨,¨q (resp. E 1 1 p¨,¨q and E 1 2 p¨,¨q) be the functions corresponding to G 1 (resp. G 2 ).
Suppose that G 1 and G 2 correspond to the same variety, and G 1 ‰ G 2 . We discuss it in two cases.
Case I. There exists an edge
Case II. There exists an edge V a V b such that
Lemma 2.10. Let G x be the complete pn´1, kq-graph associated to a solution x " px 1 , . . . , x k q of (2.5) with E 1 pa, bq " ℓpx a , x b q and E 2 pa, bq " hpx a , x b q. Then G x is proper.
Proof. One can check that G x satisfies all the conditions in Definition 2.6. Lemma 2.11. We have
where the sum runs over all proper complete pn´1, kq-graphs.
Proof. By Lemma 2.8 and 2.10 we have
Now we state our key proposition.
Proposition 2.12. Suppose that the condition (1.1) holds and G is a proper complete pN´1, kq-graph. Then the variety C G is an absolutely irreducible curve over F p with degree at most d pk´1qpN´1q .
We will give its proof after introducing several lemmas.
Definition 2.13. Let G be a complete pn, kq-graph, and suppose G 0 is a sub-graph of G with the same set of vertices but fewer edges. We then say that G 0 generates G if G " G h for some h, where G h`1 is obtained from G h by the following procedure: Take three distinct vertices V a , V b , V c for which the edges V a V b and V b V c belong to G h but V a V c does not. Then we do the following (1) if E 1 pa, bq " E 1 pb, cq "´1, we put E 1 pb, cq "´1 and E 2 pb, cq " 0.
(2) If 0 ď E 1 pa, bq " E 1 pb, cq and d ∤ E 2 pa, bq`E 2 pb, cq, then E 1 pa, cq " E 1 pa, bq " E 1 pb, cq and E 2 pa, cq " E 2 pa, bq`E 2 pb, cq pmod dq.
Definition 2.14. A pn, kq-graph is said to be a pn, kq-tree if
(1) any two vertices V a and V b is connected by a unique path of edges.
(2) It can generate a proper complete pn, kq-graph. For a pn, kq-tree G 0 , we put Path G 0 pV a , V b q to be the unique path in G 0 connecting the vertices V a and V b .
Lemma 2.15. For any proper complete pn, kq-graph G there exists a pn, kq-tree G 0 generating G.
We will give its proof right after the following lemma.
Lemma 2.16. Let G be a strict proper pn, kq-graph, with n ě 0. Then there is a unique
. . , ku into non-empty sets tA i u for some 2 ď d 1 ď d such that E 1 pa i , a j q " n when a i P A i and a j P A j for any i ‰ j, while E 1 pa, a 1 q ă n whenever a and a 1 belong to the same set A i .
Proof. Let V a be a vertex of G. We put
Relabeling the non-empty sets among tB j | 0 ď j ď d´1u, we obtain tA i | 1 ď i ď d 1 u, which gives a partition satisfying the requirements as in the lemma.
Notation 2.17. When there is no confusion rise, we denote a partition of
Proof of Lemma 2.15. First, when k " 1 the result is trivial for any n ě´1. Now assume that it holds for any m ď k and n ě´1. For m " k`1, without loss of generality, we assume that G is a proper strict pn, k`1q-graph. By Lemma 2.16, we obtain a partition tA i u satisfying that E 1 pa i , a j q " n when a i P A i and a j P A j for any i ‰ j, while E 1 pa, a 1 q ă n whenever a and a 1 belong to the same A i .
We find representation a i of A i for each 1 ď i ď d 1 . Since the sub-graph of G restrict to indices set A i is a proper complete pn´1, #pA i qq-graph for each 1 ď i ď d 1 , by induction, we obtain a pn´1, #pA i qq-tree G 0,i for each of these graphs. Now we construct the pn, kq-tree G 0 that generates G. We start from a k-vertex graph without edges. We first add edges V a 1 V a i to G 0 for each 2 ď i ď d 1 , and then the edges belonging to G 0,i for 1 ď i ď d 1 . It is easy to see that we obtain a wanted pn, kq-tree G 0 .
Lemma 2.18. Any proper complete pn, kq-graph G corresponds the same projective variety to a pn, kq-tree G 0 which generates it.
Proof. It is enough to show that ΦpX a , X b , X 0 ; E 1 pa, bq, E 2 pa, bqq " 0 and ΦpX b , X c , X 0 ; E 1 pb, cq, E 2 pb, cqq " 0 implies ΦpX a , X c , X 0 ; E 1 pa, cq, E 2 pa, cqq " 0 whenever a and b satisfies the condition in one of the three cases in Definition 2.13.
For the case (1) in Definition 2.13, we know that X a " X b and X b " X c , which implies X a " X c .
For case (2), we put E 1 pa, bq " E 1 pb, cq " ℓ, E 2 pa, bq " h 1 and E 2 pb, cq " h 2 . Therefore, we have
Since γ is a primitive d-th root of unity, the equality (2.8) is exactly what E 1 pa, cq " ℓ and E 2 pa, cq " h 1`h`2 pmod dq imply. For case (3), we put E 1 pa, bq " ℓ 1 , E 2 pa, bq " ℓ 2 , E 2 pa, bq " h 1 , and E 2 pb, cq " h 2 . Then we have (2.9)
Since the condition in (3) yields ℓ 1 ă ℓ 2 , we apply f ℓ 2´ℓ1 to the both sides of (2.9) and obtain f ℓ 2 pX a q " f ℓ 2 pX b q.
Combining it with (2.10), we obtain
which is implied by E 1 pa, cq " ℓ 2 and E 2 pa, cq " h 2 .
Lemma 2.19. Let G 0 be a pn, kq-tree with completion G. Let V a V b be an edge in G 0 with E 1 pa, bq " n. Then for any vertex
Proof. Since G 0 generates a complete graph, we know that E 1 pa, cq " n for any vertex V c in the
Lemma 2.20. Suppose that the condition (1.1) holds. Then the variety C G 0 associated to a pN´1, kq-tree G 0 is a nonsingular complete intersection. Hence, C G 0 is an absolutely irreducible curve over F p , with degree at most d pk´1qpn´1q .
Proof. To prove that C G 0 is a nonsingular complete intersection we need to show that the vectors ∇Φpx a , x b , x 0 ; E 1 pa, bq, E 2 pa, bqq are linearly independent at any point of C G 0 . Suppose to the contrary that
There is no such V a 1 0 satisfying (1) and (2); and
Since V a 0 satisfies condition (3) above, we know that the entry corresponding to x a 0 is just c a 0 b 0 pB{Bx a 0 qΦpx a 0 , x b 0 , x 0 ; E 1 pa 0 , b 0 q, E 2 pa 0 , b 0 qq. Therefore, we have
We therefore see that F˝ipx a 0 , x 0 q " 0 for some index i in the range 0 ď i ď E 1 pa 0 , b 0 q´1.
We put b 1 to be the vertex such that
satisfying (1) and (2); and
Similarly, there exists 0 ď j ď E 1 pa 1 , a 2 q´1 such that F˝jpx b 1 , x 0 q " 0. Applying Lemma 2.19 twice, we know that
We next show that x 0 cannot vanish. If, on the contrary, we had x 0 " 0, then the relation F i px a 0 , x 0 q " 0 would yield x a 0 " 0. In general, if x a 0 " x 0 " 0, then for any vertex V a 1 such that V a 0 V a 1 P E G 0 , the relation Φpx a 0 , x a 1 , x 0 ; E 1 pa 0 , a 1 q, E 2 pa 0 , a 1" 0 implies x a 1 " 0. Since G 0 is connected, we have x a " 0 for all 1 ď a ď k, which is impossible. We may therefore assume that x 0 " 1, which takes us back to the affine situation. Thus, we have f i px a 0 q " 0 and f j px b 1 q " 0 with 0 ď i ă L and 0 ď j ă L.
Therefore, we have
When i " j, we have f L´j p0q " f 0 p0q, a contradiction to Condition (1.1) since L ď N´1.
When i ‰ j, we have f L´i`1 p0q " f L´j`1 p0q, again a contradiction to Condition (1.1).
In general, a nonsingular complete intersection is necessarily absolutely irreducible, with degree equal to the product of the degrees of the defining forms, see [BB, Lemma 3.2] for details. In our case, ΦpX a , X b , X 0 ; E 1 pa, bq, E 2 pa, bqq has degree at most d L . Since L ď N´1, the result follows.
Proof of the Proposition 2.12. It follows directly from Lemma 2.18 and 2.20.
Counting Points and Counting Curves
By Lemma 2.11, 2.9 and inclusion-exclusion, we see that ÿ
where G runs over all different proper complete pn´1, kq-graphs. Let U pn; kq be the number of different complete proper pn, kq-graphs. By Lemma 2.20, the curve C G corresponding to a proper complete pN´1, kq-graph G is absolutely irreducible over F p and of degree at most d pk´1qpN´1q . Combining it with Bezout's Theorem, we have
for any two distinct proper complete pN´1, kq-graphs G 1 and G 2 .
By Weil's "Riemann Hypothesis", any absolutely irreducible projective variety C defined over
where g is the genus of C. In general, if C is an irreducible non-degenerate curve of degree D in P k (with k ě 2), then according to the Castelnuovo genus bound [GC] , one has g ď pk´1qmpm´1q{2`mǫ,
where D´1 " mpk´1q`ǫ with 0 ď ǫ ă k´1. This implies that g ď pD´1qpD´2q{2 irrespective of the degree of the ambient space in which C lies. Hence, we have
since C has degree at most d 2kN . Combining (3.1) and (3.2), we havěˇˇU
Notation 3.1. Let M k,t be the set of partitions of t1, . . . , ku of t components, where tA i u and tB i u are treated as the same partition if there is a permutation σ P S t such that A i " B σpiq for all 1 ď i ď t.
Definition 3.2. Recall that any strict proper pn, kq-graph G with n ě 0 corresponds a partition t1, . . . , ku "
A i as in Lemma 2.16. We call G a ptA i u, nq-graph, and denote the set by M ptA i , nuq.
Lemma 3.3. For any tA i u P M k,t , we have
Proof. Let V a i be a representation vertex of A i for any 0 ď i ď t. We first determine E 2 pa 1 , a 2 q, which can be chosen from the set t1, . . . , d´1u.
Since a 2 and a 3 belong to different sets, we have E 2 pa 1 , a 3 q ‰ E 2 pa 1 , a 2 q, which restricts E 2 pa 1 , a 3 q into a set of d´2 elements. We keep this iteration until determine E 2 pa 1 , a i q for all 2 ď i ď t. For each set A i , there are U pn´1, #A i q different proper complete pn´1, #A i q-graphs in total. Therefore, we obtain
We define power series EpX; nq :"
By Lemma 2.15, there is an onto map from the set of pn, kq-trees to the set of proper complete pn, kq-graphs. Therefore, the number of different trees gives an upper bound for U pn, kq.
We first determine the edges of the trees. We connect k´1 pairs of vertices in a kvertex graph and obtain`p k´1qk 2 k´1˘d ifferent graphs. It is easy to see that any pn, kq-tree can be drawn from this way. Each of the k´1 edges, say V a V b , satisfieś 1 ď E 1 pa, bq ď n and 1 ď E 2 pa, bq ď d´1.
Therefore, when n ě 0, we get a bound for U pn; kq as
for some constant C 0 ą 0. Therefore, the power series EpX; nq has radius of convergence 1 2nde 2 for any n ě 0, where e is the natural number. Combining (3.4) and (3.3), we obtain
Notation 3.4. For a partition tA i u, we define a counting function
where s n represents the number of A i in tA i u of cardinality n, i.e.
We define an equivalence relation for partitions of t1, . . . , ku such that for tA i u, tB i u P M k,t , if the multisets
Lemma 3.5. For each n ě 0, we have
Proof. For any partition tA i u P M k,t there are k! SptA i uq ś t i"1 #A i ! equivalent partitions to tA i u. By Lemma 2.16, we have U pn; kq´U pn´1; kq "
where tA i u runs over all equivalent classes of partitions of t1, . . . , ku as representations. Now we calculate
which is followed by (3.6).
Since U p´1; kq " 1 for all k ě 0, we have EpX;´1q " e X . By induction, we have
vpn, mqe mX with non-negative real coefficients vpn; mq summing to 1. We then see that
We clearly have absolute convergence for small X, and we rearrange to get
Hence, we have
We also see that the coefficient vpn; 0q satisfies the recurrence (3.7) vpn; 0q " d´1`vpn´1; 0q d d for r ě 1 with vp´1; 0q " 0. We can then check that µ n " 1´vpn`1; 0q has the initial value µ 0 " 1 and satisfies the recurrence pj´T q "
we then have (3.10) #tm P F p | ρ N pmq " 0u "
Our plan is to substitute the approximate value for U pN ; kq given by (3.3). We first investigate the contribution from the main term
This produces pp`1q
"pp`1q However, the identity (3.9) shows that the inner sum vanishes for 1 ď m ď d N , and takes the value 1 for m " 0. Thus the main term for (3.10) is just vpN´1; 0qpp`1q " p1´µ N qpp`1q, producing the leading term µ N p in (1.2). Now we handle the contribution to (3.10) arising from the error term in (3.5), which has an upper bound
Writing q n " 1 µn for any n ě 0. We first show that (3.11) q n ě pd´1qn 2`1
We choose N " tlog log p{ log 2du. For p " A,C 1, N satisfies (3.13). Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, we have #f N pF p q ă D 1 p{N, for some constant D 1 ą 0. Since all cycles lie inside f N pF p q, we prove the first assertion of the corollary. Moreover, each pre-cycles has length less than or equal to N`#f N pF p q. By the upper bound for #f N pF p q given in Theorem 1.1, we complete the proof.
